Stony Brook University’s School of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences presents

FIRST ANNUAL FABULOUS JAZZ REVUE

RAY ANDERSON
Director of Jazz Studies, Stony Brook University
with
BLOWAGE
the Stony Brook University Jazz Ensemble

Featuring
Scott Litroff, alto
Glenda Bates, vocals
Shunya Aramaki, trumpet

...plus surprise guests.

Ensemble * Combos * Musician auctions - "You say it, we play it!"

Downbeat 7pm - Monday December 10
Charles B. Wang Center Theater
Stony Brook University

Tickets $15 / $10 students
At the door or call 631-632-8009 or 631-632-8656

proceeds benefit the "Fabulous" Nuria Protopopescu Memorial Teaching Award

"Be there or be square!"